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Editorial
Waves 2007 conference
This special volume contains a selection of papers, based on talks presented at the Eighth International Conference on
Mathematical and Numerical Aspects of Waves (Waves 2007), which took place at the University of Reading, UK, organised
jointly with INRIA, from 23rd to 27th July 2007.
Wave phenomena are hugely important in many areas of science and engineering and at a whole variety of length
scales, from the atomic to terrestrial and beyond. Applications include acoustic and electromagnetic scattering, seismicwave
motions, the coupling of wind and ocean waves, refraction and imaging with photonic crystals, probing atomic structure
with attosecond pulses, the design of low-loss optical wave guides, and travelling waves in the occurrence of epidemics.
This conference is one of the main venues where significant advances in the analysis and computational modeling of wave
phenomena and exciting new applications are presented, and this meeting was the eighth in a sequence which started in
Strasbourg in 1991.
Conference themes included forward and inverse scattering, nonlinearwave phenomena, fast computational techniques,
numerical analysis, absorbing layers and approximate boundary conditions, analytic and semi-analytic techniques for wave
problems, domain decomposition, guided waves and random media. The invited speakers were Mark Ablowitz (Colorado,
USA), Annalisa Buffa (Pavia, Italy), Weng Cho Chew (Illinois, USA), Tom Hagstrom (NewMexico, USA), Andreas Kirsch (Karl-
sruhe, Germany), Ross McPhedran (Sydney, Australia) and John Toland (Bath, UK). In addition, there were approximately
180 varied and interesting contributed talks, with speakers travelling from all over the world to attend the meeting.
The conference featured an embeddedWorkshop on High Frequency Propagation and Scattering, supported by the Isaac
Newton Institute, Cambridge, UK, as a satellite meeting of the INI Programme on Highly Oscillatory Problems: Computation,
Theory and Application. Waves 2007 was also a satellite conference of ICIAM 07, the 6th International Congress on
Industrial andAppliedMathematics. In addition to theworkshop, therewere sevenminisymposia: brainwaves and cognitive
neurodynamics; inverse problems; nonlinear waves; periodic and random media; photonic crystals and metamaterials;
resonances and trappedmodes; time domainmethods. These areas, and others, are represented amongst the 51 papers that
appear in this volume (from62 originally submitted), each ofwhichwas subjected to an extensive reviewprocess.Wewould
like to thank the many anonymous referees who gave up their time to contribute to this effort.
It is a pleasure also to thank the following for their direct or indirect financial support for theWaves 2007meeting and its
embedded workshop: the Isaac Newton Institute, Cambridge; the Institute of Mathematics and its Applications; the Society
for Industrial and Applied Mathematics (SIAM), UK section; INRIA, and the University of Reading Computational Sciences
Theme.
We sincerely hope you find this an interesting and illuminating volume of papers related to wave phenomena, and we
look forward to seeing you at the Ninth International Conference on Mathematical and Numerical Aspects of Waves, which
will take place in Pau, France, in June 2009.
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